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This manual shows assembly of two short body and two medium body shocks.  The assembly 
process is the same for any length shock or shock shaft with the exception of the completed 
length.  Spring length and weight is also different depending on the kit you are building. 
 
1) Carefully separate molded parts 
 
 -Remove sprue and burs from shock pistons and guides 
 -Clean all shock parts in warm water and mild soap. Dry parts thoroughly. 
 

 
 
2) Complete sub assemblies 
 

a) Put an E-Clip in the lower (toward thread) groove on each of the 4 shock rods, slide a 3 
hole shock piston onto the shaft from the upper end against the E-Clip, secure with a 
second E-Clip.  

b) Install large O-Ring into the groove on the inside of each shock adjusting collar.  Apply a 
drop of shock oil to the inside of the collar to keep the O-Ring from tearing when the collar 
is threaded onto the shock body. 

c) Install a small black O-Ring to the bottom of each shock body. 
d) Assemble the shock body. 

-Thread a shock adjusting collar fully onto each shock body. 
-Insert one shock guide, step facing in, to the small end of each shock body. 
-Insert two orange O-Rings into each shock body on top of the shock guide. 
-Insert a shock guide into each black shock bottom cap. (Stepped end goes into cap 
first) 
-Carefully thread the shock bottom cap, with guide, onto the shock body.  Observe that 
the step of the guide seats into the hole in the shock bottom cap. 
-Apply a couple drops of shock oil into the hole of each shock bottom cap. (Stand 
shocks bottom cap up to allow oil to flow into the O-Rings. 

 



 

 

 
 



 
3) Assemble The Shocks 
 

a) Apply a drop of shock oil to each shock bladder and spread the oil over the bladder with 
clean fingers. 

b) Carefully insert a completed piston, from Sub Assemblies step a, into each shock body. 
Move the piston up and down checking for smooth movement. If you have binding loosen 
the cap, wiggle the piston and re-tighten the cap to re-seat the guides.  This usually cures 
the problem. 

c) Fill each shock with shock oil.  Slowly move the piston up and down several times to 
release the air trapped under the piston. 

d) Place each partially assembled shock into a shock building stand or holes cut into a 
cardboard box to allow air trapped in the shock oil to be expelled. 

e) Refill each shock as needed. 
f) Install shock bladder into shock by inserting it at an angle allowing air and excess oil to be 

expelled from the shock. 
g) Place the two piece cap on the shock body and carefully start the thread.  Tighten the cap 

until it just contacts the bladder. 
h) Slowly push the shock piston into the shock just until the start of the thread.  Hold the 

piston in place while you tighten the shock cap.  Some oil spillage is expected. 
i) The assembled shock should have no rebound.  If it does, remove the cap, refill as needed 

and re-install the bladder and cap using the above procedure. 
j) Apply a bit of grease to the shock ball cups prior to threading them onto the shock shafts 

while the shafts are held in a shock shaft or other non-marring pliers.   Starting point for 
Front shocks is 2.5” and Rear Shocks is 2.72”. 

k) Install springs and spring cups. 
 

 



 

 
 
 



Dirt Oval Car Spring Weights 
 
Orange 2# Black 8# 
Blue 3# Silver 9# 
White 4# Gold 10# 
Red 5# Brown 11# 
Green 6# Grey 12# 
Purple 7# Yellow 14# 
 


